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CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY PLANNING BOARD MINUTES 
Room 331 – Gerace Office Building 

3 North Erie Street – Mayville, New York 14757 
November 9, 2021 

4:00 PM 
 

PRESENT: Doug Bowen (chairman), Bruno Bruni (vice chairman), Susan Asquith, Brad Bentley, Courtney 
Curatolo, Kathleen Dennison, Jeff Gossett , Rick Ketcham, Melissa Meyers, Dick Patton 
ABSENT: Bernie Auer 
OTHERS: Ty Baccile (Clean Choice Energy), Gregory Bacon (press), Madeline Contiguglia, Noel Guttman, 
Jenelle Hansen, Melissa Keller, Jason Schmidt, Lauren Sharp, Rebecca Wurster 
ADMINISTRATION  
MINUTES Chairman Bowen called the meeting to order and welcomed Susan Asquith, new 

planning board member and everyone to the November Planning Board Meeting. 
 
Chairman Bowen asked for a motion to approve the minutes for the October 5th, 
2021 meeting.  Courtney Curatolo noted some misspellings in the minutes.  Melissa 
Meyers made the motion to accept the minutes with spelling corrections.  The 
motion was seconded by Courtney Curatolo and passed unanimously. 

CORRESP. Melissa Keller: We received multiple correspondences.  They were linked in email and 
are being passed around now.  The first one is a SEQRA determination for the solar 
project in Pomfret.  The next is a lead agency request for the Town of Portland solar 
project.  The next is the also a lead agency request for the Town of Portland for a 
second solar project.  The next is a lead agency request for the Town of Busti for a solar 
project.  The last is a lead agency request for the Town of Stockton for a solar project. 
 
Doug Bowen: Portland is two separate projects in the Town of Portland? 
 
Melissa Keller: It is the same area but they have broken it into two projects.  We have 
seen this with a lot of the solar projects, due with wattage and NYSERDA’s incentives.   

PRIVILEGE OF 
FLOOR 

Rebecca Wurster: Melissa’s last planning board meeting will be tonight.  She is moving 
to a new position with Clark, Patterson, Lee.  We want to wish her all the best.  She has 
been a great asset to the County and the Planning Board.  We are sad to see her leaving.  
I would make the recommendation to the Board that we dispense our December 
meeting and move to January for our next meeting.   
 
Doug Bowen: I will accept a motion to dispense with our December meeting. 
 
Motion was made by Dick Patton, seconded by Courtney Curatolo and passes 
unanimously.   

NEW BUSINESS 
ARPA Funding 
and Process 

Doug Bowen: ARPA stands for American Rescue Plan Act.  These capital projects came 
due to the additional funding received from ARPA.  Part of the funds are reimbursement 
for estimated lost revenue from last year and the second part is for capital projects. 
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Courtney Curatolo: To clarify, these projects have been approved by the Legislature and 
are coming back to us for approval? 
 
Doug Bowen: It is my understanding that these projects have been reviewed by a 
committee and have been put forth to begin the process the County Planning Board 
reviewing and ranking them.  Then they will go on to the Legislature. 
 
Rick Ketchum: Have they all been endorsed by a Legislative committee? 
 
Kathleen Dennison: The ARPA spending plan was created by a committee and presented 
to the Legislature and in September.  All of these projects were included in the ARPA 
plan.  The projects you are reviewing have not gone through the formal process of being 
vetted by the Board.  They were not included in the projects you reviewed in May.  
Before they can be funded, they have been endorsed by the Legislature but they have 
not been endorsed by the Board and generally capital projects before they are funded 
they need your approval.  Last month you gave your rankings of the projects and those 
rankings were passed on to the Legislature.  Each of the projects has to be separately 
proposed to the Legislature for each specific project to be funded.  The concepts have all 
been approved and endorsed and the overall plan has been accepted but in that plan 
presentation there were no budget amendments that would give anyone the authority 
to spend money on the projects.  In October we did consider a number of resolutions to 
authorize funding for projects within the funding plan.  Most of the ones proposed last 
month were non capital projects so they did not need to come before this Board.  The 
ones that you have tonight are all capital projects and they need to be vetted by you. 
 
Bruno Bruni: What significance do our rankings have if they are already in the plan? 
 
Kathleen Dennison:  They have not been funded yet.  If there is a project they you rank 
lowly that information would be communicated to the Legislature; the same way when 
you do your overall plan in May.  In that plan, projects that rank towards the end of the 
list generally don’t get approved for funding.  A project that is ranked poorly there is less 
likelihood that the project will be accepted and approved for funding.  Part of the 
resolution of the overall ARPA spending plan it stipulates that individual projects need to 
be individually adopted and funded and that the spending plan does allow for 
modifications to the overall spending plan.  The Legislature has approved in general 
these projects but have not given specific authorization for funding.  The spending plan 
is fluid and expected to change.  There is the option to not fund individual items.   
 
Rick Ketchum: There is a possibility if we rank something poorly it will not be funded. 

ARPA Funding 
and Process 
Remodel 
Print Shop to 
Expand Dist. 
Att. Office 

Jason Schmidt: There is unused space and we need space.  I’m going to pass around 
some photos of the unused space.  It is the former print shop in the basement 
immediately adjacent to the district attorney’s office.  We prosecute every case that 
arises in the County of a criminal nature including vehicle traffic cases as charged to do 
by the State.  We are charged with the duty of holding people responsible when they 
commit crimes in this County.  All of that is conducted in a very small space.  It is 
designed as a railroad space.  We have offices off the sides of the hallway and one 
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common area that doubles as a lunch room.  We have offices and secretaries squeezed 
on top of each other and with no privacy.  We don’t have the ability to meet with 
witnesses.  We don’t have the ability to maintain confidentiality of records. We meet 
with victims, witnesses, police; all discussing cases.  We have to get everyone to close 
their door.  It is an impossible situation to run a professional organization.  We have 
been living that way but we have an unused space available to us and funding available 
without any local contribution needed.  What we are looking to do is finally take 
advance of the unused space.  We took the pictures of it so you could see it actually 
needs to be rehabilitated to some degree.  We are looking to create a conference area 
were we can meet with witnesses, take investigators and put them in their own central 
location because right now they are sharing desks.  We are looking to move the 
reception area which doesn’t exist and create a reception area to shield the rest of the 
office from visitors.  We would be able to conduct business in a proper format, so that 
we can successfully prosecute the cases.  Right now the former print shop is just a 
storage area.  We have a modest expenditure that we are looking for.  Architectural and 
engineering plans at $5,000, construction costs at $20,000.  There are some issues in the 
space that have to be dealt with.  Equipment $13,000 and furniture $32,000.  We are 
just looking at expanding into the space.  If we can get the funding through ARPA that 
would be terrific.  We would appreciate any input from the Board.   
 
Rich Ketchum: Would this space meet your immediate needs?  Is it big enough? 
 
Jason Schmidt: Yes.  We are making do with what little we have right now.  For the 
foreseeable future, I see us living with that space very comfortably. 
 
Bruno Bruni: You made a presentation at a previous Board meeting for a smaller dollar 
amount.  Was that incorporated into this? 
 
Jason Schmidt: The capital improvement project application was withdrew and we are 
looking to fund it through this process.   
 
Melissa Meyers: It came up in the capital project looking for $15,000.  It seemed like it 
was doable for $15,000 but now you are asking for $70,000.  What has changed?  
$32,000 is just furniture, were you not going to have furniture before? 
 
Jason Schmidt: Every prior administration has been seeking to get this space.  We are at 
a point where no one else wants it.  When we first got it my thinking was I would draw 
from the furniture sitting in the hallway downstairs.  Recognizing that the County is not a 
rich County, anything we can do to fill the space and start moving people into it.  That 
was the spirit in which we submitted a very modest capital improvement proposal but if 
we do this correctly and build it out correctly this is what needs to be done.  There are 
water penetration issues in the space that have to be dealt with.  There is existing mold 
issues.  We really should have proper equipment so we can spread out and not have 
people on top of each other, using the same computers and so forth.  Yes we expanded 
the ask because we recognized the pockets we are asking from have changed. 
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Melissa Meyers: Instead of a hodge podge to pull it together, you want to do it right. 
 
Jason Schmidt: If you look at the floor in those photos you will see it is uneven.  We were 
looking to fill it with carpet remnants.  I was looking at getting a conference table sitting 
in family court unused.  I was calling and talking to people, building and maintenance 
said they had filing cabinets and desks in storage. Given what we want to accomplish 
even the $70,000 which I know is significant, is still fairly modest.   
 
Bruno Bruni: How critical is the privacy issue when meeting with attorneys or clients? 
 
Jason Schmidt: The types of people we are meeting with are victims, police discussing 
cases and sometimes we are discussing confidential information about police witnesses.  
We don’t have office area available.  If one of the assistant district attorney is out, we 
use that office.  It is not sustainable, especially when we have other opportunities. 
 
Doug Bowen: Any other questions?  Thank you.  Board please fill out your rankings. 

ARPA Funding 
and Process 
ITS – North 
County Water 
District Tank 

Kathleen Dennison: Kathy prepared the project request and she is unable to be here 
tonight.  I do not have all of the answers and background knowledge on this project but I 
will do my best to answer any questions.  Kathy included some additional information 
which included a cost estimate from Clark, Patterson, Lee of an itemized list of what will 
be included in the project.  This is a relatively recent estimate of $863,000.  Some of the 
things included are interior printing, exterior painting, application of seam sealant 
materials, repairs of pits over 1/8 inch deep, a new tank vent, ladders and repair 
modifications, and foundation repairs.  She also sent a proposal from Pittsburgh Tank 
and Tower from 2011; they inspected the tank and found a lot of deficiencies.  The tank 
is still operating.  These things did not have to be fixed but are problems that have 
existed for ten years.  The main reason the district hasn’t moved forward with these 
repairs is the District is not flush with money.  It has a fund balance but it is limited.  To 
take on a capital project of almost a million dollars would be extremely difficult for the 
District and would require significant rate increases for its members.  District only has 
about fourteen members.  They are big customers like Purina and Stericycle; they are 
not your average residential customers but there is not a lot of them.  The financial 
condition of the District is getting better but by no means robust.  The District is 
proposing to repair this water tank.  My question was do we need to do this repair 
considering everything going on with the North County Water District?  I spoke with the 
director of the District, Brian Purol this afternoon and he assured me this water tank is 
necessary and will be necessary regardless of what happens with the North County 
Water District.  He said this tank is currently used mostly for fire prevention to have 
water on hand in the event of a fire emergency but he also indicated this tank at 
400,000 gallons is replenished with water multiple times a day.  He reiterated that yes 
its necessary regardless of what happens with the North County Water District.   
 
Doug Bowen: Any information on how long this would extend the useful life? 
 
Kathleen Dennison: 30-40 years. 
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Susan Asquith: Is this the only source of funding for this project?   
 
Kathleen Dennison: Nothing else is being considered at this time.  It has not been 
presented through the capital planning process through the County.  The Industrial 
Water District is an enterprise fund so it is supposed to be self-supporting.  Generally 
enterprise funds do not get funding for their capital projects from the County.  The users 
of the district have to foot the bill.  The County has loaned money to other sewer and 
water districts in the past so that would be an option. 
 
Melissa Meyers: What did you mean when you said should this be repaired considering 
other things going on in the District? 
 
Kathleen Dennison: One thing that has been talked about is should the industrial district 
be merged with the North Chautauqua County Water District.  Also there is a North 
County Industrial Sewer District which has been discussed merging with other sewer 
districts.  There may be some changes with the district itself.  There are a lot of legal 
hurdles to overcome to merge either the water and/or the sewer districts.  It is a long 
term thing, but it is one thing we are looking at.  The question is, whose responsibility is 
this water tank?  According to the current director when and if this district is merged the 
water tank would still be needed and needs to be repaired.  
 
Melissa Meyers: Is it possible for this to be part of the infrastructure bill? 
 
Kathleen Dennison: The infrastructure bill has not been passed yet.  We don’t know 
what is eligible for funding, if it is competitive funding or allotment funding.  It is 
possible.  In the ARPA spending plan, one of the big ticket items in year two is an 
expansion of the south and center sewer district.  That is a big chunk of the overall ARPA 
funds and it is in year two because it is possible it may be funded by the infrastructure 
bill.  That is another reason why the ARPA spending plan is considered fluid and the 
projects have to be adopted individually because there maybe situationally changes.  
 
Jeff Gossett: Is the end goal to make it self-sufficient as an enterprise fund?   
 
Kathleen Dennison: The Industrial District is currently self-sufficient.  The water and 
sewer district reviewed the rates and made changes and have positive fund balances but 
not big ones.   
 
Rich Ketchum: They are self-sustaining for operating expenses but when you start talking 
about infrastructure that’s the problem.  It would be nice to merge all these districts but 
who is responsible for the infrastructure that is already in the ground. 
 
Bruno Bruni: 2011 was the last review of the tank.  Has anyone looked at it to see if it is 
at a critical stage?  Can it still be maintained? 
 
Kathleen Dennison: I do not know the answer to that.   
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Doug Bowen: Any other questions?  Thank you.  Board please fill out your rankings. 
ARPA Funding 
and Process 
Communicati
ons 

Noel Guttman: The number one critique of every incident, is communications could have 
been better.  I am looking to expand the radio system.  An example of where this would 
benefit is a rescue call this summer in Ripley.  Youth had climbed down to the shore, got 
stuck on the shore as the lake rose.  We called in rescue boats and teams.  We had 
people running from the shore back to the road because there wasn’t enough radios.  
We are looking to help try to alleviate some of these issues.  We don’t know what is 
going to happen when we go on calls but one thing for certain is we are going to be on 
the radios.  In the calls I have been on in the last 30 years, not having enough radios has 
always been an issue.  People who needed them didn’t have access to them.  This plan is 
to expand upon on inventory of radios and getting more out to the critical staff.   
 
Jeff Gossett: What is the likelihood this will solve your problem? 
 
Noel Guttman: It will help solve some of the problem.  In any type of incident 
communications is always going to be the number one issue.  In Ripley, boats were 
coming in, and people are getting ready to repel down the side of the cliff and I need 
equipment ¼ mile away and we didn’t have a radio, so you run over to tell them.  It will 
help solve those issues.  It will never be 100% solved. 
 
Bruno Bruni: How do you solve the channel differences? 
 
Noel Guttman: Lake Erie is a prime example.  We operate on our fire frequency.  The 
boats on the lake due to federal regulation and the Coast Guard operate on the marine 
channel which is a federally regulated set of channels.  With our radios you can’t listen 
to both sets at the same time so you need two radios one on the marine frequency and 
one on the fire frequency.  For larger scale incidents we do have a couple of vehicles 
with the ability to patch frequencies together.  The train derailment of 2018 in Ripley we 
had radios patched together but we didn’t have enough radios to get out to the people 
in the field, so there would be one radio for every 6 to 10 people. 
 
Bruno Bruni: Is there a solution to the different frequencies? 
 
Noel Guttman: Absolutely there are ways to tie radio frequencies together but one of 
the simple ways to do is two have two radios on different channels.   
 
Melissa Meyers: What is the difference between the portable and the mobile radios? 
 
Noel Guttman: Mobile radios are fixed in vehicles and a portable radios go into the field.   
 
Kathleen Dennison: For all of your projects; they were not in your request for capital 
projects, they are all new.  Is there a reason they were not proposed earlier in the year? 
 
Noel Guttman: I didn’t think they were realistic with the funding I thought might be 
there.  I am new to the process and learning how it works.   
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Doug Bowen: Any other questions?  Thank you.  Board please fill out your rankings. 
ARPA Funding 
and Process 
Replace Dive 
Boat 

Noel Guttman: I am asking for replacement of our current dive boat.  Our current dive 
boat is 16 years old.  As we speak right now, it is out of service.  The rescue in Ripley, we 
successfully rescued the people and transferred them to our boat and on the way back 
to the harbor it suffered a catastrophic hull failure.  It is a rugged hull inflatable.  There is 
an inflatable tube around the fiberglass hull.  It hit the water of Lake Erie the wrong way 
and that tube came folding up over the people in the boat and the boat started to take 
on water.  The boat operators were very skilled and got everyone safely to shore 
without anyone being hurt accept for the boat.  The boat when it was purchased was 
very adequate for rescues at hand.  Unfortunately the current boat does not meet the 
current mission specifications for what the dive team and water rescue team is capable 
of doing.  It is not big enough for the equipment they need to carry to run a successful 
dive operation off of it.  Many dive operations are recovery operations.  This summer in 
Dunkirk the dive team was able to use the Sheriff’s boat which has a sophisticated sonar 
system and were able to locate the person in just a few minutes unfortunately it wasn’t 
in enough time.  This new dive boat would have that type of capability too; to enhance 
rescue operations and make things much safer not only for the people in the water but 
the divers and everyone else supporting the operation. 
 
Rick Ketchum: The existing boat, could it be repaired and would it be repaired to sell it? 
 
Noel Guttman: Yes is can be repaired.  There is an insurance claim being processed.  
Boats are very unique item.  If there is fire, there are multiple trucks you can call.  If 
there is an incident on Chautauqua Lake right now there are no boats on the water.  The 
ability to call in extra watercrafts is very limited.  It is currently undetermined what we 
want to do with it; there is the option of trying to maintain it as a backup to the new 
boat.  The Sheriff’s Office does a fantastic job with their navigations division but 
currently all their boats are out of the water.  The boats of Emergency Services can be 
put in the water very quickly.  Lakewood Fire Department has a boat but watercrafts for 
emergency services on any body of water are hard to come by.   
 
Jeff Gossett: I’m very familiar with what Lake Erie can do.  Is this new watercraft going to 
be capable to do what you want it to do on Lake Erie? 
 
Noel Guttman: The watercraft I would like to purchase for use on Lake Erie is about five 
times this price.  I wasn’t that bold to ask for such an item.  This new boat would be 
better served for operations on Lake Erie.   
 
Melissa Meyers: Would you still keep the repaired boat so you would have a spare boat? 
 
Noel Guttman: That is the desire but no decisions have been made.  It is repairable.  The 
attachment has ripped where the inflatable tube attaches to the fiberglass body and it 
was out of warranty.  When it comes to life safety on the water, we are talking minutes.  
This is something that would truly help enhance safety for citizens, residents, and 
tourists of our high use waterways but also the people we are sending out to save them.   
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Doug Bowen: Any other questions?  Thank you.  Board please fill out your rankings. 
ARPA Funding 
and Process 
EMS 
Equipment 

Noel Guttman: This request is to purchase two LifePak 15 Cardiac Monitor/Defibrillator 
and three Lucas CPR chest compression devices, it’s an automatic compression device 
that goes over the patient and does CPR.  The epitome of lifesaving equipment does get 
any more direct than this.  Two weeks, we had a 40 year old woman who was in cardiac 
arrest, using the LifePak 15 and the Lucas device, I am happy to say as of a couple of 
days ago she walked out of the hospital.  It doesn’t get any more lifesaving equipment 
than being able to provide early CPR and defibrillation.  For anyone who has done CPR in 
the back of a moving ambulance, it is unfun.  These Lucas devices eliminate that.  Not 
only is it much more effective therapy for the patient, it is a much safer way to perform 
that action than standing up in the back of a moving ambulance which is moving quite 
rapidly and trying to navigate staying up and doing the compressions effectively and 
safely and fighting gravity to do.  These devices are currently in our fly cars.  We are 
asking to purchase the two LifePaks and three Lucas devices so the two County 
ambulances and all the fly cars can have the pair of equipment and we don’t have to 
have one car swapping stuff out or do without the equipment.   
 
Susan Asquith: What is a fly car? 
 
Noel Guttman: Chautauqua County Emergency Services runs a 24 hour fly car system 
with a NYS certified paramedic.  It is a Chevy Tahoe loaded with equipment.  We 
respond to assist with local fire departments when they have an EMS call.  EMS calls are 
either a basic life support or advanced life support depending on how dispatch gets the 
phone call.  Most fire departments in Chautauqua County don’t have ALS providers or 
they do not have very many of them, so the County fly car system was developed to help 
fill that void and provide that ALS component to our departments requesting it.   
 
Susan Asquith: The volunteer fire departments call you if they needed that assistance? 
 
Noel Guttman: It is automatically dispatched based on the call.  The dispatch operators 
have emergency services guidelines to follow.  Some fire departments have ALS, 
otherwise our fly cars or Allstar Emergency Services, the nearest available ALS unit is 
dispatched with the fire department.   
 
Bruno Bruni: They often get there before local fire departments. 
 
Noel Guttman: We have had times where our fly cars are on scene 40 minutes before 
the local fire department.  Unfortunately there is a critical EMS provider shortage not 
only in our County and State but nationwide.  Our fly car system is the tip of the spear 
when it comes to providing patient care.  I’m a 30 year member here in Mayville, I live a 
mile away from the fire hall, when we get a call most times by the time I drive from my 
house to the fire hall get in the ambulance and go to the scene the County paramedic is 
already there providing care.  They really are a true lifesaving, very first response and it 
will save someone’s life in cardiac arrest a defibrillator and CPR.  
 
Courtney Curatolo: How much is the service contract and is it in your current budget? 
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Noel Guttman: We have it on the current units, it’s a service contract per piece of 
equipment.  I believe it is $1,500 to $1,800 per unit.  The batteries for these unit are 
around $600 a piece and with the service contract you get three batteries a year and you 
get a discount on the supplies.  They do get used quite regularly.  They do have 
mechanical issues but the service contract helps to ease the pain of those repairs.   
 
Rick Ketchum: Does Allstar have these in all of their ambulances? 
 
Noel Guttman: Yes.  The units we are looking to buy are almost the only cardiac 
defibrillator monitor in use in our County.  In a lifesaving emergency you don’t want to 
have to be rethinking your equipment.  Many people who work for Allstar and CCEMS 
are also volunteers for their local departments and we don’t want them to have to know 
multiple types of machines because this a machine where seconds really do count.  
Helping to build that muscle memory for paramedics with equipment is important.   
 
Doug Bowen: Any other questions?  Thank you.  Board please fill out your rankings. 

ARPA Funding 
and Process 
Paving 
Project at 
EOC 

Noel Guttman: During the pandemic one of the issues that arose was finding locations to 
test and vaccinate.  When you go to the school bus garages it requires some paperwork 
and are at the mercy of someone else and their schedule.  Up at our campus, the back 
building was built with drive thru garages but it is just grass on the one side.  The idea 
behind this paving project is that we would have a facility the County owes so if we need 
to do a clinic it would be a simple phone call to me or my staff, move a couple of 
vehicles, we would have a predetermined plan of how the traffic would flow in and out 
and we would have a building that we could use at any point in time for any type of a 
drive thru clinic and the added safety of having a building that is drive thru and not have 
to back up vehicles into it would eliminate the backing hazard when moving vehicles.   
 
Jeff Gossett: Is this the building that sits next to the parking lot? 
 
Noel Guttman: There is the old bus garage, this project is for the blue building behind it.   
 
Rich Ketchum: With the population centers in Jamestown and Dunkirk, would this be an 
effective site?  Will it be difficult for people to get to?  Would this site be used in 
addition to Jamestown and Dunkirk or instead? 
 
Noel Guttman: It would be an addition.  Mayville is one of the best places to get to and 
from in the County based on the roadways we have here.  I think it would be prime spot. 
 
Bruno Bruni: Would this be done by DPF staff? 
 
Noel Guttman: It would be my desire for it to be done by DPF. 
 
Brad Bentley: It would likely be done by the DPF.  The estimate was based on the current 
asphalt pricing which are based on the oil prices which have gone up.  It is just an 
estimate, it hasn’t been surveyed yet.  It is like building a brand new road.  It’s not only 
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paving, it’s also the asphalt, digging out, creating a base, drainage, etc. 
 
Rick Ketchum: This year there were drive thru clinic.  Has there been a point in time in 
the past where you tried to do the same thing? 
 
Noel Guttman: The last year has really rewritten the book on how we do things.  My 
personal opinion is these changes will stay.  I think the drive thru clinics are going to 
continue.  In years past, we did a flu shot clinic and it was all walk thru.   
 
Doug Bowen: Any other questions?  Thank you.  Board please fill out your rankings. 

ARPA Funding 
and Process 
Message 
Board 

Noel Guttman: This project is for two message boards.  It is a small trailer with a flip up 
message board.  When Dunkirk had the water issue we gave out over a 120,000 bottles 
of water to the people affected in the area.  We were at the Mercy Training grounds and 
we had a wooden pallet with a piece of cardboard with an arrow on it.  In the past the 
State has told us that they would let us use theirs, but multiple calls later and many 
hours you might get one in a few days.  These would be rapidly deployable signs.  
Deployable on our schedule as needed by the fire services or other agencies in need.  It 
would be my idea to put them under the charge of the County Fire Police team.  They do 
a good job of directing traffic.  These will help them to keep them safe and provide 
advanced warning.  This is another way to improve safety for our first responders but 
everyone out there.  It would also be continent with doing many other things.    
 
Rich Ketchum: They would be able to be deployed 24/7?  Do we have staff that would be 
able to take them to major incidents? 
 
Noel Guttman: Yes.  I have talked to the Fire Police Team about it. 
 
Bruno Bruni: Are they programmable? 
 
Noel Guttman: They come with programed with 300 stocked messages and the ability to 
program 60 custom messages. 
 
Bruno Bruni: Does it have generator or batteries? 
 
Noel Guttman: They have a battery backup with a solar panel display.  It can sit in place 
for up to 21 days.   
 
Courtney Curatolo: Would other departments we able to request them from you?  My 
concern is what if you needed it.   
 
Noel Guttman: Absolutely.  Fire service would get first priority and others would be a 
lower priority.  I thought on our emergency services website, you could fill out the form 
and one of my staff would be the contact for it.  There would be a policy dictating 
priority uses.   
 
Doug Bowen: Any other questions?  Thank you.  Board please fill out your rankings. 
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ARPA Funding 
and Process 
HVAC/Indoor 
Quality 
Improvement 
for County 
Owned 
Properties 

Brad Bentley: I’ll apologize in advanced.  I do not have your traditional form.  This is the 
one pager developed for the Legislators.  It has the same information.  We have two 
chillers that serve GOB, HRC, Courthouse, Family Court and the Jail.  These two chillers 
are either all on or all off.  They are getting old and outdated and need to be replaced.  
We did have a capital project where we were trying to use savings from LED lighting to 
save money and have a capital fund to pay for the cost of the chillers and have it be a 
net zero.  Because we have such cheap rates with the Mayville Electric and Jamestown 
BPU that didn’t play out the way we thought it would.  When the ARPA funds became 
available we put this in there and combine it with advanced vent units.  They would be 
put in rooms where you have a side unit or a ceiling unit it would be a filter that is local 
and it would have a merv rating to address COVID issues.  You would have advanced air 
quality improvements.  The proposal was about $1.3 million for two chillers each one 
costing $390,000, controls for the chillers and associated units approximately $25,000 
and approximately 83 air quality units.  We don’t necessarily have to have every one 
replaced but probably a certain amount per room.  The engineers looked at it, I do not 
know how they came up with their number but that is what we based the estimate on.  
It is about $59,000 for the install of the units.  The ARPA funds were asked for but some 
projects were not fully funded.  This was being funded at $640,000. 
 
Courtney Curatolo: What do you mean fund it at $640,000? 
 
Brad Bentley: I’m telling you what I totally need, I need $1.3 million to do what I’m 
asking for however when they developed the plan there was only a set amount of 
dollars.  You could ask for the full amount but you might have been prorated in the 
ARPA spending plan.  I have been asked what can I do with only $640,000?  I can buy 
one chiller and a couple of air handling units.  With one chiller being a variable speed 
drive it will improve efficiency.  Ultimately we will need to replace the other chiller.  It 
could be used out of year two funds if any become available or infrastructure funds or 
capital reserve.  We can separate these projects out and do them in steps.  This would 
be the first step if authorized through the ARPA funds.  Just an FYI because of your delay 
of the Board meeting and the advancement of the Public Facilities Committee Meeting, 
this went to public facilities yesterday.  Just scheduling issues not anything intentional.      
 
Kathleen Dennison: It has not went to the full Legislature or the Audit and Control 
Committee.  The Audit and Control Committee is the one charged with making sure that 
it has been vetted by the Planning Board.  They meet tomorrow morning.   
 
Courtney Curatolo: Did we already review LED project? 
 
Brad Bentley: The LED project was the one we discussed last month’s meeting. 
 
Courtney Curatolo: Would we be getting rid of that project or are you going to do both? 
 
Brad Bentley: They are separate projects now.   
 
Bruno Bruni: Are these chillers at a critical point where you must replace or do they have 
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a little more life in them? 
 
Brad Bentley: We never want to get to where we can’t heat or cool a building.  We 
would have to shut down all of these buildings.  You want to take a proactive approach 
and address these issues before they become critical.  They are outdated, obsolete, and 
starting to see the signs of cracking.  We are seeing the beginning stages of failure.   
 
Bruno Bruni: The units that you are putting in the rooms can they also provide some 
heat or are they just for air circulation? 
 
Brad Bentley: Only the chillers can.  These are oversized for the buildings.  They are 
meant to push air all throughout here.  They don’t actually work efficiently.  If you have 
been in the building when it is either really hot or really cold there is something 
malfunctioning.  You don’t have a lot of options.  With the variable speed you can blow 
at slower speeds so you get better operations and more efficient.   
 
Rick Ketchum: Does that mean you can have different speeds in different rooms?  
 
Brad Bentley: The chillers on a variable speed drive, even if I didn’t do anything local it 
would provide efficiency.  The local units provide even more efficiency because not only 
would it have the filter but a fan behind it to push air further.  You would be pushing air 
at one end and pushing air at the other end and with the return it would be a greater air 
flow.  With pushing at both ends it is going to circulate faster and give you better air 
quality.  The cost of filters needs to be added. 
 
Bruno Bruni: Are these automatic? 
 
Brad Bentley: That is what the controls are at $25,000.  The mobile controls and there 
will be computerized controls our buildings and ground can log in to.  We currently have 
computerized controls and we can look and see.  The newer units it is going to be better. 
 
Melissa Meyers: How old are the current units? 
 
Brad Bentley: I would guess 20 years or so.   
 
Rich Ketchum: You are chasing that other $640,000? 
 
Brad Bentley: Yes.  Right now it’s the $640,000, the rest will be at some other point.   
 
Jeff Gossett: I would like to see you do it all at once. 
 
Brad Bentley: The money is not there. 
 
Susan Asquith: Is there a cost break on buying one versus two? 
 
Brad Bentley: No, we buy them on state contract with fixed price for each one.   
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Courtney Curatolo: Do you know what you are going to be able to do with $640,000? 
 
Brad Bentley: I will be able to replace one chiller and then see how many air units.  We 
also have the cost of controls for those units.  Whatever is remaining I will have to come 
back and ask for.  It will also give some experience with these units and how they work.  
I think they will work well, they are pretty standard and simplistic in their design. 
 
Doug Bowen: Any other questions?  Thank you.  Board please fill out your rankings. 

ARPA Funding 
and Process 

Courtney Curatolo: What is the highest number they could have gotten? 
 
Melissa Keller: The lowest score is -0.5 and the highest score is 5.  From all the 
comments received I consolidate them into a singular comment.  At the October 
meeting we didn’t discuss the comments so I submitted all comments received as a 
whole.  This time I have compiled those.   
 
Rich Ketchum: It seems like the first six broadly speaking are not different in their rating. 
 
Susan Asquith: Is there a cut off of what goes forward and what doesn’t? 
 
Melissa Keller: Typically when we do the normal capital project review process, all the 
projects are ranked in the context of one another, so a much bigger spreadsheet than 
this.  The capital projects committee then meets and goes through those individually 
and depending on a number of factors of how much money is available, how many 
projects are submitted they will go down the line.  This is a bit of a unique process, we 
haven’t had to tackle this before.  The chairman of the Legislature asked if there are 
projects rank relatively low that there is a justification for why it was ranked so low.   
 
Doug Bowen: Any questions on how the projects ranked or discussion if you feel 
something should be changed in the ranking.  When we do our normal capital project 
review, if anything unrealistically ranked super high or super low that you feel is out of 
place, any comments to that effect with the rankings as they appear? 
 
Jeff Gossett: The comments are good. 
 
Melissa Meyers: I am surprised that remodeling the print shop ranked so low. 
 
Susan Asquith: When you talk about privacy and the interaction between people who 
are victims and people being charged and the whole legal process, to me the risk 
involved would be far greater than to not see that through.  I would have thought that 
would have been higher.  Furniture aside, unfortunately furniture is expensive.   
 
Melissa Keller: Would it make sense to adjust the comment to say though it was 
reflected lower in the rankings, the Board sees the need and prioritizes this project.  
Would that be the consensus of the Board?   
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Courtney Curatolo: I would agree with that. 
 
Rick Ketchum: Three months ago they could borrow some furniture.  If a conference 
table is available someplace else then why do we have to buy a new one, three months 
ago we didn’t.  I agree with making it private and but maybe we should borrow some 
furniture so the furniture isn’t quite so expensive. 
 
Jeff Gossett: The numbers are what they are.  It takes nothing to change those numbers.  
Frankly from the remodel up, it is the same number. 
 
Rick Ketchum: Statically insignificant difference I would guess between the first six 
projects.  Seven and eight are different.   
 
Doug Bowen: Any other comments or questions.  Hearing none I will accept a motion to 
approve the rankings as presented with the change in comments.   
 
Rick Ketchum made the motion, seconded by Courtney Curatolo and passes 
unanimously. 
 
Ranking log: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
unanimously.  

 
Zoning 
Referral Log 

Doug Bowen: Does anyone have any comments or questions on the zoning referral log 
as presented? 
 
Melissa Meyers: On the Stockton ground mounted solar array do you know where that is 
going to be located?  The library is close to the road. 
 
Rebecca Wurster: I believe it is behind. 
 
Melissa Keller: For clarity, we haven’t responded to two of the referrals shown on the 
log.  We are looking at referrals 2021-49 and 2021-51.  Those we have responded to, the 
other two we have not fully reviewed or responded to. 
 
Chairman Bowen asked for a motion to accept the zoning referral log as presented.  
Bruno Bruni made the motion, seconded by Melissa Meyers and passes unanimously. 

OLD/UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
 Melissa Meyers: With all of these solar projects going up all over the place, we have 

talked briefly at one time about should there be some limit. 
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Doug Bowen: When is enough enough.  The Farmland Protection Plan that is being 
updated, they have discussed that to some extent with the amount of farmland that 
could potentially be coming out of production.  We have probably the largest project in 
Ripley.  It’s a 270 MW project and encompasses about 1,200-1,500 acres of installed 
panels.  There is some farmland coming out of production but a lot of it is abandoned 
farmland and they are clearing the brush away.  Some of the farmers are using this as 
supplemental income so they can continue to farm.  We know at times farming can be 
low profit margins.  Individual communities can look at that with their zoning and come 
up with a percentage, a certain percent of the area of the town or something.  We have 
seen them more specific where town are looking at zoning based on soil type and allow 
them only on a certain soil type, the lower value soils.  That idea was somewhat used 
with gravel pits. It is a great question and for Ripley that is what we are looking at 
because not only do we have the 270 MW project we have a 30 acres project that just 
came in a couple of months ago that we are reviewing for complete of application.   
 
Melissa Meyers: Does the County have any control over that or is it up to the towns? 
 
Doug Bowen: Local control as far as the State allows you.  Our 270 MW project, the 
State will determine if that project goes or not.  The applicant has the capability to put it 
on local terms, if they can’t meet the zoning the way it is written they will ask for a 
variance.  The State might say they don’t have to abide by that local regulation.  Our 
project started out in the Article 10 process and then the State switched to the 94c or 
the ORES review.  In Article 10 is was a siting board that reviewed the projects and with 
the 94c it is one or two people who make the decision.  My concern is are we still going 
to have the same environmental review.  The question of how you draw the line is so 
that you make it fair to everyone. 
 
Melissa Meyers: With some of these solar projects that have come up, some of the land 
is owned by local people, some is owned by out of state people, so if the price is right for 
the land in our County what is going to stop people from coming in to our County and 
buying up farmland and let’s make a giant solar farm and they don’t even live here. 
 
Doug Bowen: To me personally a lot of it boils down to property owner being allowed to 
do use their land for what they want to use it for.   
 
Jeff Gossett: You can’t restrict who buys property. 
 
Melissa Meyers: It is something to consider a possibility that people could come in and 
purchase a bunch of land for the sole purpose of these solar farms.  So if we had some 
limits in place at the County level or encourage at the local level to put some limits in 
place maybe that could be avoided. 
 
Rich Ketchum:  I agree with what you are saying but you have to work on the immediate 
future.  The goal was to get away from fossil fuels so you are going to have to create 
ways all across this Country to generate electricity other than burning oil, coal, and gas.   
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Rebecca Wurster: The Farmland Protection Plan is meant to be a ten year guided plan 
for our farmland and how we utilize and protect it.  It looks at all types of economic 
development pressures, today’s pressure of solar could be different in five years.  We 
recognize currently that is our pressure so in the appendix we are including a template 
decommissioning plan for municipalities to utilize.  Lauren is working on a map that 
would be available to all of our municipalities that identifies soil type, where 
transmission lines are located, different types of infrastructure, so that when a project 
comes in the municipality can be better educated on what kind of soils they are looking 
at, and ultimately make a better decision on if they should move forward with that 
project.   Those are things internally we are working on in our department.  It is tough 
because it really does fall on local municipalities and what the State allows. 
 
Rick Ketchum: When we are trying to identify industrial park sites, there is competition 
for the same land as solar.  It is not just ag. land.  I don’t know how it will all balance out 
but it does seem like these projects are just popping up everywhere.  We really need to 
get some significant size plots of land for industrial parks and that is exactly the same 
land I presume the solar projects are interested in and might bid more. 
 
Ty Baccile: May I make a comment? 
 
Doug Bowen: Yes 
 
Ty Baccile: My name is Ty Baccile, I work for Clean Choice Energy.  We develop projects 
around 20-30 acres including the one mentioned in Ripley.  Starting in November of 
2020 Ag. and Markets has placed restrictions on siting a solar on ag land by soil types.  
Projects sited on prime soils there is now a rating calculator that you have to tell Ag and 
Markets the types of soils and they are charging a per acres penalty by the rating of the 
soils.  They are trying to even the playing field for other kinds of land.  If a developer is 
being swayed by the cost of per KW hour to go to a prime soil because it is flat, cleared, 
maintained and it drains will which is why you go there you can drive your piles easier, a 
site with lower environmental impact or remediation.  You have to demonstrate on the 
Ag. and Markets application why you couldn’t avoid that, maybe there was no other 
viable options due to interconnects and where the power lines can accept it.  In New 
York only about 30% of projects actually succeed because of constraints on the grid.  
These constraints are due to the age of the grid and the way the grid backs itself up.  You 
can’t overwhelm the grid with generators everywhere.  It is a very complex thing, but 
that main thing the implemented in November with this mitigation payment is doing 
two things one it is level that playing field and the second thing it is doing is that 
mitigation payment is going to fund so more farmland can be conserved. 
 
Doug Bowen: For local communities it is critical they get a current comprehensive plan 
in place that will allow them to get their zoning set up so they can allow solar or other 
developments they want in their community and it provided them legal protection.   

ADJOURNMENT 
 Chairman Bowen asked for a motion to adjournment the meeting.  A motion to adjourn 

the meeting was made by Dick Patton and second by Courtney Curatolo.   
 


